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Arizona ATV Adventures 

"Of Trails and Rides"

Arizona ATV Adventures are your gateway to exploring the mountains and

trails, lining the great canyons, that dot the city. The tours include off road

activities, done on ATVs. One of the largest outdoor adventures in the

city, this tour service opened its doors to the public in the year 2001, and

has since been positively acclaimed by many adventure thirsty people.

The services here offer you a group package as well, so you can bring

your friends along, to have the time of your life. Depending on your level

of comfort, the tour guides customize the trails that you can take, so you

can have fun without being uncomfortable. When you are in the city,

Arizona ATV Adventures is a must for you.

 +1 800 242 6335  www.arizonaatvadventure

s.com/

 azatv777@hotmail.com  1185 West Highway 89A,

Sedona AZ

 by mroach   

Sedona Jeep Tours 

"Off-Road Insanity!"

Sedona Jeep Tours is more than just a tour. First you travel along the

mountainside where you see Sedona's spectacular scenery, amazing rock

formations and the natural splendor of this magical place. Then you start

the aggressive climb up the mountain until you reach the top. There, you'll

see the most amazing sunset with incredible views of the entire region.

This thrilling tour will leave you wanting more.

 +1 928 282 6656  www.sedonajeeptours.co

m/

 reservation@sedonaoffroa

dadventures.com

 273 North Highway 89A,

Suite C, Sedona AZ

 by Ken Thomas   

Cathedral Rock 

"Lovers in Nature"

A rock formation, also known as 'lovers', as believed by the natives was

created by the Great Spirit. A couple of lovers who always argued, were

asked by Him to look around at the beautiful surroundings and count their

blessings. The couple has never argued ever since and stands in perfect

harmony. The red rocks indeed appear like two people standing close to

each other. Though the rocks can turn really hot during the day, the site is

good enough for a hike across the dry creek bed.

 +1 928 282 7722  www.visitsedona.com/  info@sedonachamber.com  Lower Red Rock Loop Road,

Sedona AZ
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Honanki 

"Visit the Past"

Nestled in a corner of the Coconino National Forest, Honanki is widely-

acknowledged to have been built by the Sinagua people around 1130 to

1280. Honanki in Hopi stands for 'bear house' and is a prime example of

the exquisite masonry construction that was developed by the Pueblo

Indians during those times. This exceptional heritage site is one of the

region's largest and is believed to have accommodated close to 60

denizens during its prime. The settlement still exhibits a complex

progression of rock art made by the tribes of Apache and Yavapai.

 +1 928 282 4119  redrockcountry.org/recreation/cultu

ral/honanki.shtml

 250 Brewer Road, Sedona AZ
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